Abstract We present astrometric calibration of the Xuyi Schmidt Telescope Photometric Survey of the Galactic Anti-center (XSTPS-GAC). XSTPS-GAC is the photometric part of the Digital Sky Survey of the Galactic Anti-center (DSS-GAC), which is a photometric and spectroscopic sky survey, in combination with LAMOST. In order to select an astrometric reference catalog, we made comparisons between the four widely used astrometric catalogs, GSC2.3, USNO-B1.0, UCAC3 and PPMXL. PPMXL shows relatively small systematic errors in positions and more homogeneous proper motion distributions toward the Galactic Anti-center (GAC), and was selected as the reference catalog. Based on the high quality and bright reference stars that were picked out from PPMXL, we performed a 4th-order polynomial fitting in image units, to construct the transformation relation between coordinates used by XSTPS-GAC and standard coordinates, and to simultaneously correct the image distortions in the CCD. Then we applied the derived relation to all sources to obtain their mean celestial coordinates based on the International Celestial Reference System. For bright point sources with r < 17.0 mag, the accuracy of astrometric calibration could reach about 80 mas for each of the g, r, i bands, with systematic errors being less than 10 mas. But for the faint sources at the brightness limit of the survey, which was r ∼ 19.0 mag, the accuracy can still reach 200 mas. After combining all observations, the final weighted average coordinates could reach an accuracy of less than 70 mas for bright stars. For faint stars, the rms residuals of weighted coordinates decrease to ∼ 110 mas. The final combined XSTPS-GAC coordinates show a good consistency with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey.
INTRODUCTION
The Xuyi Schmidt Telescope Photometric Survey of the Galactic Anti-center (XSTPS-GAC) began in October 2009, and was finished in March 2011. XSTPS-GAC is an important photometric component of the Digital Sky Survey of the Galactic Anti-center (DSS-GAC), which is a photometric and spectroscopic sky survey, in combination with LAMOST (Zhao et al. 2012) . The spectroscopic part, the LAMOST Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic Anti-center (LSS-GAC; Liu et al. 2013) , is now also making considerable headway. DSS-GAC aims to study stellar populations, disk structures, chemical composition and kinematics of the thin/thick disks, and so on, to ultimately advance our understanding of the assemblage of galaxies and the origin of their regularity and diversity.
XSTPS-GAC collected more than 20 000 CCD images in the three Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) g, r, i bands, covering a continuous area of sky over 6000 deg 2 toward the Galactic Anticenter (GAC), from 3 h to 9 h in ra and from −10
• to +60
• in dec. It also covers an extended area of about 900 deg 2 toward M31/M33. The survey reaches a limiting magnitude of about r ∼ 19 mag. All raw images were generated by the data reduction pipelines designed by Yuan et al. (2013, in preparation) , which were similar to the DAOPHOT algorithm. Approximately 100 million stars have been subtracted and cataloged. However, the initial celestial coordinates were derived by software that detects sources, which is based on the old version of the GSC2.0 astrometric catalog (Morrison et al. 2001) . The initial detection of celestial position had an error up to 350 mas, which cannot satisfy the requirements of modern astronomical data.
This paper describes the astrometric calibration of the XSTPS-GAC, in order to reduce the error in position to one third of its initial value. One of the main goals of XSTPS-GAC is to provide input catalogs for target selection in the spectroscopic survey of LSS-GAC. The calibrated source positions should be accurate enough for placement of LAMOST fibers. Moreover, as an independent large area multi-band sky survey, XSTPS-GAC, with accurate coordinates in a new epoch, will be an important dataset in the study of Galactic structures and analysis of proper motions associated with dynamics of the Milky Way, which can be combined with later observations.
The accuracy of coordinates for a selected reference star, and also their systematic errors, would affect the final precision of calibrated coordinates. In order to select an astrometric catalog that is a robust reference, we make comprehensive comparisons between four catalogs, the Guide Star Catalog (GSC2.3; Lasker et al. 2008) , the USNO-B1.0 Catalog (Monet et al. 2003) , the third USNO CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC3; Zacharias et al. 2010; Finch et al. 2010 ) and the PPMXL Catalog (Roeser et al. 2010) . We compare their coordinates against the 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) point source catalog. 2MASS is a near infrared all-sky survey in J, H, K s bands, which has a very homogeneous distribution of coordinates and small systematic errors. However, there is a gap of about 10 years between XSTPS-GAC observations and those of 2MASS. Also because the epoch of the four astrometric catalogs is J2000, the proper motions will be another main reason that extra position errors were introduced on coordinates calculation at a new epoch. In addition, proper motions become the dominate factor in dynamics of disk stars, so we pay more attention to the homogeneity of proper motion distributions in these comparisons.
For each XSTPS-GAC image, distortion is one of the main factors that influence the precision of calibration, and it becomes more serious for stars at the edge of a CCD with a large field of view. We perform polynomial fitting independently on each image to carefully correct the effect of distortion, and for fields with dramatic changes in density, like an image covering a big nebula, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) is applied to check that the reference stars have a homogeneous distribution in the field to ensure that no bias is introduced in the fitting procedure.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, characteristics of the CCD camera and strategy used in observations are briefly described. Comparisons with the four astrometric catalogs are given in Section 3, then we describe our method of astrometric calibration in Section 4. The results of the calibration and some plans for future work are given in Section 5.
THE INSTRUMENT AND OBSERVATION
The XSTPS-GAC survey used the Xuyi Schmidt telescope, which has an equatorial mount that was constructed in 2006 and is administered by Purple Mountain Observatory (PMO). The telescope is located at PMO's Xuyi Station, with coordinates 118.465
• E, 32.737
• N. Seeing at the site can reach 1 under the best air conditions. The telescope has a 120 cm primary mirror and a 104 cm correcting plate. In its focal plane is a thinned 4096 × 4096 CCD camera, which can achieve a 1.94
• × 1.94
• effective field-of-view. The spatial resolution is 1.705 pixel −1 . Observations for the XSTPS-GAC project implemented exposure times of 90s and each image was read out in two channels, in about 43.2s. Because of high charge transfer efficiency, no coma-like structures were found in the images (coma-like structures are produced by low charge transfer efficiency, as discussed in the data reduction process for UCAC3; Finch et al. 2010) .
We designed 39 observation stripes to cover the whole GAC area and 15 stripes toward the M31-M33 region. Each stripe is a group of continuous fields along a fixed dec. Each field has an overlap of half a field, 0.95
• , with an adjacent field, but adjacent stripes only have an overlap of 0.04
• . We added z-stripes across the whole observed area, with field centers located at the junctions of stripes. This is good for XSTPS-GAC to do a global photometric calibration, like Ubercal that was performed for SDSS (York et al. 2000; Padmanabhan et al. 2008) . This is also helpful for improving the astrometric accuracy. The atmospheric extinction coefficients and the night sky brightness at the observation site during the period of operation can be referenced in Zhang et al. (2013) . For each XSTPS-GAC field, up is north and left is east, but with a slight deviation. The deviation could be easily determined by subtraction in the initial astrometric analysis.
SELECTION OF REFERENCE CATALOGS
At the time data reduction for XSTPS-GAC was performed, there were four widely used astrometric catalogs: GSC2.3, USNO-B1.0, UCAC3 and PPMXL. All of these four catalogs were released after the year 2000, and their positions are tied to the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS) as implemented in the Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000) catalog. All of them have an almost all-sky coverage, including precision measurements on coordinates and proper motions using different kinds of calculation methods, brightness in different passbands, reference flags about source quality and so on. Their main characteristics are listed in Table 1 , which was collected from documents about them that were released. Barron et al. (2008) points out that data in USNO-B1.0 contain about 2.3 percent of artifacts that were produced by diffraction spikes from bright stars. GSC2.3 was primarily created to provide information about guide stars and support for planning observations in space missions like the Hubble Space Telescope. It contains 945 592 683 objects down to R f = 20 at the photographic passbands near 6400Å. GSC2.3 is derived from the uncompressed Digitized Sky Surveys (DSS) and UK Schmidt survey plates. Stellar classification is reliable to at least 90% confidence for magnitudes brighter than R f = 19.5. Its stellar source with absolute error per coordinate ranges from 200 mas to 280 mas depending on magnitude, with systematic error within 10 mas. GSC2.3 used some of the same historic observation data as USNO-B1.0 to calculate proper motions. The error in proper motion is believed to be in the range 6-8 mas yr −1 . During the first observation season for XSTPS-GAC in 2009, UCAC3 was released. Its previous released version, UCAC2 (Zacharias et al. 2004) , was used by SDSS (Pier et al. 2003) , which obtained very high accuracy on positions, approximately 45 mas rms for point sources brighter than r ∼ 20. Compared to UCAC2, UCAC3 has all-sky coverage, and it has re-reduced the pixel data with better modeling and used data from 2MASS to reduce systematic errors. UCAC3 contains over 100 million objects down to R u > 16.0, in fact near R u = 17.0. Its astrometric precision is between 15 and 100 mas per coordinate, depending on magnitude. UCAC3 used the Southern Proper Motion program's SPM2 catalog (Girard et al. 1998) , to derive the proper motions. Errors in the proper motion range from 1 to 10 mas yr −1 . UCAC4 was released in 2013, and a discussion of it is given in Section 5.
PPMXL was released in late 2010. It is a catalog that was compiled based on USNO-B1.0, 2MASS and its previous version, PPMX (Röser et al. 2008) . PPMXL contains over 900 million sources down to V = 20 with proper motion calculations for almost all sources. The 2MASS catalog was also used, not only for systematic error correction but also for determination of new coordinates. The typical position error is 80-120 mas for sources with 2MASS observation, and 150-300 mas for others. The proper motion error ranges from 4 mas yr −1 to more than 10 mas yr −1 depending on observational history.
Comparison of Catalogs
In order to compare the astrometry of the four catalogs, we matched them against the 2MASS point source catalog. 2MASS is a complete near infrared sky survey in the J, H and K s bands that was compiled in the years 1997-2001. Its point source catalog contains 471 million entries with accurate astrometric positions expressed in ICRS, but no proper motions. In Zacharias (2006) and Lasker et al. (2008) , both authors claimed that the 2MASS positions have high quality with random errors of about 70 mas per coordinate for well-exposed stars and small systematic errors on the order of 10 mas. GSC2.3 used 2MASS as a comparison catalog to do the error analysis for the astrometry. UCAC3 and PPMXL both use 2MASS to improve their astrometric accuracy and proper motion re-calibration.
In the comparisons, 2MASS point sources with quality flags better than U in all filters are used. Information about the quality flag in 2MASS can be found at (http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/). In order to clearly show the distribution of positional residuals, the whole sky was divided into 0.1
We then calculated the mean residuals of all common stars in each bin for both ra and dec. The positional residual becomes a vector with length and direction. These residuals were expressed in an all-sky coordinate map, with different colors representing their directions, as shown in Figure 1 for the four astrometric catalogs. The directions can be seen in the legends in the lower panels of Figure 2 . • bins. The average residual for both ra and dec in each bin was calculated. Different colors mean different directions of mean residuals, the same as the legends in Fig. 2 . The length of a line is proportional to the length of its absolute residual, but the values of length are much less than one and appear to be a point on these images.
From Figure 1 we can see that GSC2.3 and USNO-B1.0 clearly have systematic error in their coordinates, for they have not done calibration with 2MASS as UCAC3 and PPMXL have. UCAC3 has a more homogeneous distribution than PPMXL. UCAC3 has some systematic error toward the fourth quadrant in the south sky while PPMXL has systematic error toward the third quadrant. But in the northern sky, PPMXL has some systematic error toward the fourth quadrant. In the coverage of XSTPS-GAC, the systematic error in PPMXL is about 1 mas yr −1 . However, both UCAC3 and PPMXL show quite high positional homogeneity. GSC2.3 and USNO-B1.0 are excluded first, and no proper motion analysis is performed on them.
In order to analyze the proper motion of UCAC3 and PPMXL, we selected robust sources from the two catalogs. We adopted the same method to divide the sky into 0.1
• × 0.1 • bins, and calculated the average proper motions of each bin. UCAC3 has a robust depth to 16.3 mag. We used sources in the range R u = 8-16.3. Bright sources in PPMXL with K s < 14.3 mag were selected. Then we expressed the mean proper motions directly on an all-sky map. The results are shown in the upper panels of Figure 2 . In order to more quantitatively show patterns in the proper motion, we enlarged the distribution of proper motions in a 10 × 10 deg 2 field toward the direction of GAC, as shown in the bottom two panels in Figure 2 . As Roeser et al. (2010) points out, it could be seen that UCAC3 has systematic error that depends on the plates in the way it calculates proper motion. PPMXL also has systematic error that depends on the plate, but it is not so serious. From the comparisons above, PPMXL was selected as our reference catalog. However, faint sources in PPMXL were not so homogeneous. In the following works, PPMXL means bright point sources in PPMXL with K s < 14.3. We adopted the 2MASS magnitude as one important parameter because it uses a uniform flux calibration system.
ASTROMETRIC CALIBRATION

Data Processing Overview
Yuan (2013, in preparation) describes the details of data processing. Here is simply a reiteration of the procedures about astrometry. We followed standard IRAF/Daophot (Stetson 1987 ) data reduction procedures, including bias subtraction, super-sky-flat fielding and source detection. Some astrometric and source detection procedures employed here were developed by the Beijing-ArizonaTaipei-Connecticut (BATC; Yan et al. 2000; Zhou et al. 2001 ) color survey of the sky. BATC adopts GSC2.0 as its default astrometric catalog. The initial field center is derived based on GSC2.0. Each CCD image is processed as an independent unit. After source extraction, a simple catalog is produced for each image, which contains pixel coordinates (x, y), aperture fluxes, point spread function (PSF) fluxes, and errors for all of them. According to the derived center and image rotation, we calculate celestial coordinates for all detected sources, which are recorded as (ra ini , dec ini ).
Some images were picked out to do astrometric error analysis, by comparing the initial celestial coordinates with PPMXL. We used a minimum distance criterion of 1.0 to select common stars. The matched stars are concentrated in the central region of the field, and have a standard deviation larger than 375 mas. Accuracy in centroid estimation of the source and field distortion are the main two potential reasons for such a large error in position. However, during measurement of PSF flux, each CCD was divided into 5 × 5 sub-images with overlaps. The PSF was constructed independently for each sub-image, so an estimation of the centroid for the source is robust here. Then field distortion becomes the major factor that affects accuracy of coordinates. Field distortion is a common phenomenon for observations with a large field of view. We assumed the amount of field distortion changes in each image depending on altitude of the observation and pointing direction, and performed careful correction of field distortion on individual images.
Selection of Reference Stars
Reference stars should be clearly characterized, with accurate positions, proper motions and flags to show their quality in the astrometric catalog, and they should also be well measured in observational images. For XSTPS-GAC, because of its large pixel scale, 1.705 pixel −1 , a bright star can easily saturate an image and a faint star may suffer from the problem of undersampling. This may introduce centroiding errors in the sources, so these sources were not suitable to be use as references. The astrometric work is based on instrumental magnitudes. It is not advantageous to use the same fixed range of instrument magnitudes to select references for all three band images. According to the results of subtracting catalogs, a bright saturated star has no photometric measurement of the PSF. Typically, a faint star has a large photometric error, while a bright saturated one has no photometric measurement of the PSF. To select stars that are robust references, the stars need to have PSF magnitudes to avoid saturation, and to have small photometric errors (σ < 0.02) to ensure they possess a high signal-to-noise ratio.
There are more than 900 million sources in the PPMXL catalog. The limiting magnitude of PPMXL is deeper than detection in XSTPS-GAC. The average number density of stars could reach several hundred per square degree, even only for sources with 2MASS photometric magnitudes. So, there are enough reference stars for XSTPS-GAC to do astrometric calibration.
Based on the center of an image, stars from PPMXL in that direction are selected, but with a little larger sky coverage to cover the corners of the field. Faint stars from PPMXL, with K s > 14.3, and stars without 2MASS photometry are excluded first, due to their large positional errors according to Section 3 and to exclude galaxy sources. The remaining stars are considered to be candidates that can act as references. Astrometric analysis shows that these candidates have a peak in the distribution of their position errors of about 70 mas, and a peak in their proper motion distribution of about 5 mas yr −1 . We make two cuts in the candidates, σ ra,dec < 70 mas and σ pmra,pmdec < 5 mas yr −1 , to select the more robust reference stars. Finally, the references mainly consist of bright stars from the PPMX catalog (Röser et al. 2008 ) and bright 2MASS point sources. Then, we check the spatial distribution of the references. If the reference stars have a homogeneous distribution, we could directly go to the work described in Section 4.4.
KS-test
The core of astrometric calibration in this work is the building of a 4th-order polynomial relationship between the detected coordinates of reference stars and their celestial coordinates given by PPMXL. An inhomogeneous spatial distribution of reference stars will introduce extra errors into the fitting result, and the accuracy of calibration might also be affected and not reach the expected level. To resolve this issue, we performed the KS-test on the homogeneity of selected reference stars in each XSTPS-GAC image. The values returned by the KS-test range from 0.0 to 1.0, where 1.0 means fully homogeneous. The test results show that the reference stars in most images have test values larger than 0.9 and they are thought of as homogeneous. But for images near the edge of the Galactic disk, around a big nebula or dark cloud, a small KS-test value near 0.0 will be output. The smaller the output of the KS-test, the more inhomogeneously the references are distributed. In that case, we try to improve the homogeneity of the references for such images through modifying the selection effect.
First, we relaxed the criterion on PPMXL positions and proper motions by increasing the criterion to σ ra,dec < 80 mas and σ pmra,pmdec < 6 mas yr −1 , or even a little larger, to select more reference candidates. In a region with a high density of references, we first used the brightest star and rejected other nearby stars within 1.0 , whereas, in a low density region, we try to use as many stars as we can find to collect a sufficiently homogeneous set of reference stars. Then a new polynomial fitting is built based on the new reference samples to calculate the field distortion parameters. Figure 3 shows one example of such an image at the edge of the Galactic disk which is also partially polluted by some interstellar clouds. The panels show the distribution of the selected reference stars before and after correction by the KS-test. It can be seen that, even though the distribution of references is still not very homogeneous, it has been greatly improved after correction by the KS-test. Generally, the accuracy of astrometric calibration improved from 5 mas to 10 mas for such images, and their KS value was very near 1.0 or above 0.95. However, there are still some images with quite small KS values, like images seriously effected by the Orion nebula, because not enough stars could be detected.
Field Distortion Correction
After applying the KS-test and correction for homogeneity of reference stars, the one-to-one relationship between the selected stars that are detected at Xuyi and robust references from PPMXL are established, based on initial celestial coordinates measured at Xuyi (ra ini , dec ini ) with a large distance criterion of 2.5 . Because there is a gap of almost ten years between the XSTPS-GAC observation epoch and PPMXL default coordinates epoch, proper motion correction is performed on all these reference stars to get their new celestial coordinates (ra new , dec new ) at the XSTPS-GAC epoch, using proper motions given in PPMXL. The ARC projection (Greisen & Calabretta 1995 ) is adopted in this calculation. The ARC projection is widely used in observations taken by Schmidt telescopes and can maintain the same angular distances between two points on a sphere.
Based on coordinates of the center of the image and adopting the same pixel size as XSTPS-GAC, we project all reference stars to the ARC projection plane to get tangent plane coordinates (x , y ) that describe their positions, which are similar to the pixel coordinates from 0 to 4096. The coordinates of the tangent plane represent the standard locations of the reference stars after the ARC transform is applied. The difference between (x , y ) and detected pixel coordinates (x, y) is caused by optical distortion, atmospheric agitation and mistaken counterparts between the different catalogs. In fact, atmospheric agitation has a smaller effect on estimation of the centroid of the source. The references with mistaken counterparts and large errors in their centroid will be easily excluded by 3σ clipping.
We performed polynomial fitting between the tangent coordinates (x , y ) and their pixel coordinates (x, y) to solve the problem of field distortion. In practice, we find the 4th-order polynomial fitting could achieve quite accurate correction to distortion, more robust than the 3rd-order fitting, and it has a similar accuracy as 5th-and 6th-order fittings. The 4th-order polynomial equations have the form
where a i,j and b i,j are the polynomial coefficients for polynomial terms x i y j and they are also the coefficients representing correction factors for the distortion. The constant terms a 0,0 and b 0,0 in the coefficients mean that there is a field drift between GSC2.0 and PPMXL, which could be used to reduce the systematic errors. The coefficients a 1,0 , a 0,1 and b 1,0 , b 0,1 represent a shift in coordinates of the center from the epoch 2000.0 to the year 2010.0. Most of these coefficients are always very close zero, but they are very necessary.
There are plenty of reference stars for almost all XSTPS-GAC images, and robust coefficients could be easily calculated by the procedure of polynomial fitting. These coefficients were written into the header of the images. After that, these coefficients were applied to the whole extracted catalog to get all corrected tangent coordinates for the sources. Then, using ARC projection again, these tangent coordinates were converted to the celestial sphere to obtain their standard celestial coordinates. The final coordinates, compatible with PPMXL, are based on the ICRS system. Each XSTPS-GAC field has an overlap of half a field with an adjacent one, and the planned sky survey area is observed twice in the g, r and i bands. For the six separate observations, coordinates for the source of each observation are calculated independently, so if the six coordinates could be combined together, we hope to reduce the rms residuals. This is the way to improve the accuracy of astrometric calibration, especially for faint stars.
Typically, stars show different brightnesses on images that use different passbands, and bright stars, not saturated ones, always show a higher signal-to-noise ratio, and give a more robust measurement of flux and coordinate. So, error in the flux measurement was adopted as the weight of each coordinate. Because a star near the edge of the field will suffer a more serious distortion, the star's distance to the center of the field was also adopted as another weight for its coordinate. A star near the center of its image has a higher weight for that time coordinate. The combined weight and weighted mean coordinate were calculated as
where w i is the calculated weight for the i th observed coordinate of a star, and d i is the star's distance to the center of the field in units of degrees. The ra w and dec w are a combination of these weighted coordinates, which will also be the final coordinates expressed in the output catalog.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because each XSTPS-GAC image is processed as an independent unit, the calculated positions of the source from different filters are directly linked to the standard reference catalog PPMXL, which ensures that the final coordinates for DSS-GAC are fixed in the ICRS system and avoids propagating the error to different filters. We made comparisons between our final coordinate and the PPMXL for some selected fields. If the selected area was located in observation stripes for SDSS/SEGUE, independent comparisons against SDSS were also carried out. The coordinates from SDSS were based on SDSS DR8. Measurements of good stars from XSTPS-GAC, in the calibrated PSF magnitude range 12 < r < 17 mag, were used to check the accuracy of the astrometric calibration. For each comparison, the values of median and standard deviation for the rms residuals were calculated to quantify the accuracy. In these comparisons, positions in both PPMXL and SDSS were corrected for proper motion corrected using values from PPMXL, which are thought to be robust.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the results of comparison for one field in the g, r and i bands, respectively. The selected field is directly toward the GAC and has been observed by stripes in SDSS/SEGUE. For well established stars in the range of 12 < r < 17 mag, the histograms of their distributions of rms residuals are specifically plotted on the image. In order to more quantitatively express the change in rms residuals, we list the standard deviations of the ra and dec residuals in different magnitude bins in Table 2 . The results show that, for each band, the rms residuals are about 150 mas for both ra and dec, but for the well established bright stars, the rms residuals decrease to 80 mas. There is almost no systematic error when comparing with PPMXL. However, when comparing with SDSS, the mean rms residual is about 10 mas smaller than PPMXL, except for stars brighter than r = 14 mag, the limiting brightness in SDSS. For faint sources, as shown in Table 2 , the rms residuals increase to about 160 mas near r = 19.0 mag, and to about three times larger for more faint stars. Because faint stars in PPMXL have a positional error of 150-300 mas when no astrometric calibration using 2MASS is applied, the rms residuals between XSTPS-GAC and SDSS could more correctly reflect the accuracy of faint stars in XSTPS-GAC. Another reason to limit the coordinate precision of faint stars is undersampling in images from XSTPS-GAC due to the large pixel size. Figure 7 shows the results of the comparison between the weighted average coordinates and the PPMXL/SDSS catalogs for stars with six observations. We could see that the quality of coordinates has been greatly improved. The rms residuals are reduced to about 110 mas for all stars in terms of ra and dec, and for the well established stars in 12 < r < 17 mag, the rms residuals decrease to about 70 mas. For faint stars, there is an improvement of about two times. So, the centroid errors, mainly caused by undersampling, are the main reason for the astrometric inaccuracy. The result shows the weighted coordinate is more consistent with SDSS, which is about 70 mas for all stars, and 150 mas for the most faint stars. There is a systematic error of less than 10 mas when comparing with PPMXL, and a systematic error of about 20 mas ra when comparing with SDSS. This demonstrates the weighted average coordinate is a good method to improve the accuracy of source coordinates. Moreover, based on the weighted coordinates, one can return to the image to do photometry again, by changing PSF models on the fixed coordinates, to get more accurate photometric information.
In Figure 8 , we show the histograms of rms residuals for the reference stars of all good quality images from XSTPS-GAC, using blue, light green and orange to represent g, r and i-bands, respectively. We can see that the peak of rms residuals for each band is near 70 mas, and most of them are less than 100 mas. This demonstrates that, overall, XSTPS-GAC sources have the same quality for coordinates as described above.
The XSTPS-GAC will produce a catalog containing 100 million sources, with rms residuals of less than 100 mas for stars with r < 17.0 mag and about 160 mas near 19.0 mag. The size of the fiber aperture of LAMOST is about 3 arcsec, so the XSTPS-GAC data could provide quite accurate target positions for spectroscopic observations using GSJTSS-GAC. By combining 2MASS and other earlier observations, XSTPS-GAC data could be used to more accurately derive stellar proper motions. The XSTPS-GAC data are deep enough to extend to outside of the Perseus Spiral arm. By Fig. 7 Distribution of the rms residuals for the combined ra and dec. The combined coordinate for a star is the weighted average position of all observations of the star; here it is six observations. The weight adopted here is the combination of the reciprocal of flux measurement error and the relative distance to the center of the image. Fig. 8 Histograms of the rms residuals of reference stars for all images reduced against PPMXL. Blue is for the g band, light green is for the r band and orange is for the i band.
combining with spectroscopic data from GSJTSS-GAC, it will be a very useful data set for studying galactic structures.
Recently, a new version of the UCAC catalog, UCAC4, has been released (Zacharias et al. 2013 ). Compared to UCAC3, UCAC4 adopted data from the first epoch of the Lick Observatory Northern Proper Motion study and used data from the first epoch of the Yale-San Juan Southern Proper Motion study to correct the zero-point of the field to re-calculate its proper motions, which led to a significant improvement in proper motions for the northern sky (δ ≥ 20). Fig. 9 The distribution of rms residuals of one field near the GAC for the i band, which was calibrated based on UCAC4. The explanation is the same as in Fig. 4 .
We have done an astrometric calibration test of the i band using UCAC4. The test showed that UCAC4 fully removed the plate-independent systematic errors in UCAC3. The same calibration steps above were performed, and the result is shown in Figure 9 . Due to UCAC4's relatively shallow depth, the calibrated positions in XSTPS-GAC were compared against SDSS. By comparing the bottom panels in Figure 6 , it reaches 70 mas for bright stars which is similar to PPMXL, but about 130 mas for the whole sample which is about 20 mas larger than PPMXL. The relatively large pixel size of the CCD may be the reason for this, as it will affect the accuracy of the centroid for faint stars, which needs deeper reference stars to constrain the precision of their positions.
